Your Trusted Partner in Automation
Moxa is a leading provider of edge connectivity, industrial computing, and network infrastructure solutions
for enabling connectivity for the Industrial Internet of Things. With over 25 years of industry experience,

Moxa has connected more than 40 million devices worldwide and has a distribution and service network
that reaches customers in more than 70 countries. Moxa delivers lasting business value by empowering
industry with reliable networks and sincere service for industrial communications infrastructures.
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Enabling Connectivity for
the Industrial Internet of Things

The World Relies On Networks More than Ever

As the Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) connects our world faster than ever, we rely more than ever on network infrastructures. Since its establishment in 1987, Moxa has a proven track record of providing customers with the most reliable networks for various industrial applications.

Enabling Connectivity for the Industrial IoT
With over 25 years of industry experience, Moxa has connected more
than 40 million devices worldwide, which have delivered fast and
reliable communication between people, systems, and processes
to achieve all forms of automation and collaboration for increased
productivity and faster response to market opportunities in industrial
environments.

Promise
Reliable Networks, Sincere Service continues to be Moxa’s promise to drive the
connectivity of the Industrial IoT into a safer and smarter future. Moxa stays ahead
of the curve with innovative Ethernet-core technologies and solutions to help
customers tap the potential of the Industrial IoT markets.
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A Driving Force for
Innovative Solutions
Moxa provides the most reliable networks to help our customers achieve success now
and in the future. With a forecast of more than 50 billion devices connected by 2020,
Moxa cultivates continuous network innovations to help our customers and partners
connect industrial devices and build the leading edge in superior performance, easeof-use and robust security - prerequisites for Industrial IoT applications.

1 Sincere Service

3 Technology Innovation

• Learning and understanding
customers’ Industrial IoT requirements
• Partnerships based on connectivity
expertise
• Services from design to delivery

• Stay ahead of technology shifts with
Moxa’s technology innovation:
- PRP/HSR zero-time redundancy
- Turbo Ring, Turbo Chain, and V-ON
millisecond-level redundancy

2 Reliable Networks

- Turbo Roaming and AeroLink
Protection millisecond-level handover
time and redundancy

• Optimized industrial connectivity with
converged networking, automation,
and computing solution portfolios

- Leading serial and fieldbus connectivity

- The world’s first wide temperature LTE
RISC computer

Edge Connectivity

Industrial Computing

Network Infrastructure

Serial/Fieldbus Connectivity

I/O Connectivity

Video Connectivity

Industrial Computers

Industrial Ethernet Industrial Wireless Industrial Routers

Management

Serial or fieldbus connectivity
bridges legacy, fieldbus, and
Ethernet devices to enjoy
the benefits of legacy to IP
communication and operational
efficiency.

Industrial I/Os and
controllers enable faster
data transfer and SCADA
response, as well as
program-free Logic
Control.

Extreme weather IP
cameras activate
360-degree HD
surveillance for
extreme applications.

Embedded computers enable
seamless data aggregation,
analytics, and reporting from
the extreme edge to the cloud/
center.

Industrial Ethernet and WLAN solutions offer
leading performance, availability, and reliability
to achieve maximum uptime and efficiency for
wired and wireless connectivity.

IA-friendly device management
and network management
address easy deployment,
supervision, troubleshooting,
and seamless collaboration with
SCADA and third-party platforms.

Industrial secure and
cellular routers enable
asset protection and
secure access across
public networks.

Devices

Smart Value for Your Applications
Through our fully converged communications solutions, Moxa helps customers enable remote control and monitoring networks suited for highly automated industrial operations and demanding public-safety applications.

Powering Productivity
Our cutting-edge product
portfolio ensures superior
performance thanks to
utmost bandwidth, as well
as reliability, availability,
and interoperability in
mixed protocols and legacy
environments.

Optimizing Operational Efficiency
• High-speed transmission
• Maximum uptime and
availability
• Video always-on networking
• Reliable mobile
communications
• Industry-proven reliability
• Legacy compatibility
• Protocol interoperability

Moxa’s extensive software
solutions are the key to
operational efficiency, including
intuitive management software
for faster and fewer error-prone
operations and API platforms for
faster development and easeof-use.

• Faster deployment
• Visualized management
• Easier troubleshooting
• Preventive maintenance
• APIs for easy application
deployment
• Seamless integration with
SCADA systems

Strengthening Security
A convergence of cybersecurity
and physical security systems
forges a reinforced network
to ensure the full protection of
control systems and the safety
of all workers in industrial
applications.

• Device security with
authentication, integrity, and
firewall protection
• Secure remote access with IPSec,
L2TP, or Open VPN encryption
• Industrial-grade IP surveillance
systems

